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there arent many downsides to subscribing to netflix, and while we might not recommend
that for families, we think it might be a smart choice for single people. theres also no
technical support if you need to change settings, however. do you remember when you first
discovered the internet? it was probably when you were child and didn?t know any better, so
you logged onto aol and began making it your home. fast forward to 2017, and the internet
has grown into a big, connected home of its own. to be more specific, it?s moved from being
just a place to look up things you want to know to being a place to do pretty much anything
we want to. an official website isnt exactly the same as living online and we want it to be
easy to find what youre looking for as well as remember where you heard about the most
useful internet tools, and now thats definitely what happens! it?s a matter of organizing
knowledge, finding out what to find out, and staying on top of the game. we?ve done the
work, and now its your turn to find the best of the best and fit your life into the internet. this
game has a story about a ghost anime that have invaded the school, a rather girl ghost who
is a lesbian enjoys to have sex with a ghost too. a young man who doesnt like the gays
comes in the girl ghost school and is possessed by a ghost. he starts to be a lesbian in front
of the girls, that are in love with her (exotic clothes), and even have sex with her. it couldnt
feel more pirate-like if it tried, turning every minute spent trawling its atmosphere-rich
scenes for items into a jovial delight, even when things get a little too spooky for comfort.
beyond that, theres also a fun little mahjong mini-game for players to tuck into, which
breaks up the gameplay neatly with some harmless block shuffling.
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bemani, a japanese racing game, is actually really rad, just in case youre now wondering.
seriously, it plays its genre a hell of a lot better than wipeout hd, which has been on the app
store for a good long while. bemani ($2) is a little less of a clone of wipeout, but its a really

fantastic mix of arcade racing, loop-de-loops, drifting, and checkpoint races. there have
been all too many split-second racing games that seem to think theres no point in building

momentum. fortunately, bemani takes it all in its stride by giving the player control over the
direction theyre going in the car, building an awesome momentum system that you simply

cant wait to test out on every challenge. the iphone 6 and 6 plus have small bezels, and
other larger models have been slimmed down, making it very easy to use two hands to

operate the phone. petz world ($4) is a simple game that asks that you sort pets by shape,
or pick from a gallery, but that simplicity belies the game itself, which mixes cute bobble-
heads with satisfying physics, some great music, and a swipe-based gameplay that makes
for some unexpectedly pleasant fun. its a platformer, but not too difficult for the iphone,

mostly because its a good platformer. its an interesting one, too, putting you in a
customizable car, and giving you a number of different vehicle classes to use. sift heads

seems too good to be true. but as its name suggests, its a spinning puzzle game where you
use your fingers to push and pull the puzzle pieces that make up the head of a robot. of

course, the machine youre working on doesnt care, and will kick you into a machine of its
own if you make too many mistakes. 5ec8ef588b
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